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ENFLIGHT ADDS EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP TO ADVANCE NEXT GENERATION
INTELLIGENT FLIGHT PLANNING IPAD APPLICATIONS
Stow, MA (November 29, 2011) – Enflight, a leading innovator of intelligent flight planning applications,
today announced the appointment of Chairman, Dr. Robert Glorioso and Vice President of Marketing,
John Gitelman to its executive team. Their addition to the executive team coincides with efforts to
advance the next generation of intelligent flight applications for the iPad® to make flying even easier for
pilots.
Dr. Glorioso brings his considerable experience as an executive, consultant, investor, board member,
entrepreneur, inventor, author and pilot to Enflight. He is the founder and principal of QC Avionix, a
creator of cockpit accessories for pilots. Earlier in his career he was Vice President and Director of the
Pacific Rim Board for Digital Equipment Corporation. He founded and served as CEO, President, and
Chairman of Marathon Technologies, a software company delivering high availability, fault and disaster
tolerant computer systems. He was chairman of Turbine, a massive multiplayer games company and
served on the boards of Proteon, Netrix, and Ultranet Communications in the public network and ISP
fields.
Mr. Gitelman is a strategy, branding, marketing and product management specialist with extensive
experience running global businesses at Bose, Polaroid and other brand leaders as well as an
entrepreneur with innovative customer-focused products and applications in the Apple ecosystem.
Phillip Apley, CEO of Enflight and one of its founders, says, “Enflight has always been on the forefront of
intelligent aviation information solutions with Personal Minimums Analysis and at-a-glance weather
infographics. By bringing Bob and John aboard we are committing to significantly raise the bar to provide
pilots with even more innovative, comprehensive and easy-to-use solutions.”
About Enflight
Enflight offers pilots an exclusive suite of flight plan workflow products and tools that enable pilots to plan
flights faster, more easily, and more safely. The software offers industry-leading web-based and iPad®
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applications that provide flight planning and FAA legal briefings featuring sophisticated Personal
Minimums Analysis and patented at-a-glance TAFSpiral™ weather infographics. As the original authors
of the DUATS (CSC) briefing service, Enflight has the most established and tested code base in the
business and wrote the original AOPA flight planning system. For more information, please visit
http://www.enflight.com.
###
Enflight™, TAFSpiral™, WXpert™, NXpert™ are trademarks of Enflight. All other product names noted herein may
be trademarks of their respective holders.
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